by Hermoine Onthego

you don't want to do the Peace Corps bit, but are just-

ing about an old-fashioned trip to Europe, watch out

a don't find yourself among those pathetic, groups of

hers that are the sorriest sight in Europe every

Sun-glaed, camera-hung, glass-eyed, perspiration

n their nylon shirts, they are led round cathedrals

ums by a guide who likely as not is chanting off

he hurriedly read in the guide book the night before.

'tn sucked into a See-Europe-in-Six-Weeks tour,
narranged by somebody else, or planned by yourself.

you want to see Europe from the back of an air-

rondition bus, madly dashing from one 'sight to an-

er, stay home and look at the picture books. One or

countries is the most you should attempt in six or

h. If you begin the right way, by really getting

k. Other courses on European civilization or art are

ope in most countries you can buy a pass for unlimited

trips like the plague. Take the local buses (in Switzer-

n the hurriedly read in the guide book the night before.

s to live with families in Europe (and not just Eu-

er, stay home and look at the picture books. One or

nt if you find yourself sitting at the dinner table with

French family who speak no English (and whose

inger children, even, speak French amazingly well! like

ng in love.

It weeks. If you begin the right way, by really getting

is the time to try out your foreign language-to find

h is a much more companionable system than ours.-

mer in most countries you can buy a pass for unlimited

In, her students do that is an exhilarating experience comparable only

other good way to stay put and see Europe is to enroll
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most acclaimed label
In recorded sound!

POPULAR...AND...CLASSICAL

STEREO 35/MM, Volume 1

The Nation's No. 1 Best Selling 35mm Stereo Album

Enoch Light and His Orchestra, 69 of America's Finest
Performing at Carnegie Hall, recorded on 35 mm magnetic film.

LIFE MAGAZINE: "For sparkling sound, STEREO 35/MM, VOLUME 1, with Enoch Light. "Trying pop standards, is the season's biggest ear-opener."

HIGHER FIDELITY MAGAZINE: "With this spectacular recording Enoch Light's COMMAND label has crossed one more threshold to the ultimate in sound-on-disc. Mr. Light has given us stereo sound of remarkable transparency, tremendously wide dynamic range, and wide transient response — and this with almost complete freedom from distortion and background noise. Expressly, the music appeal of this sonic spectacular is well up to the level of the usual excitement. In short, this recording is a triumph of the recording engineer's art."

McCALL'S MAGAZINE: "There's no question that the music reaches the listener with breath-taking clarity and cleanliness, and if you knew someone who likes his music presented with this degree of excellence, you won't go wrong giving him this record."

AND JUST RELEASED...

STEREO 35/MM, VOLUME 2

Enoch Light and His Orchestra

COMMAND, producer of STEREO 35/MM, VOLUME 1, presents its latest advance in the realization of "greater range in dynamics, frequency and dimension," now possible in the reproduction of sound through their brilliantly new recording process. STEREO 35/MM, VOLUME 2 is a "must" for anyone who appreciates excitingly beautiful, superbly recorded music.

Both Albums Available As:

STEREO:

#RS 836 SD "Stereo 35/MM, Volume 1"
#RS 831 SD "Stereo 35/MM, Volume 2"

MONOAURAL:

#RS 836-826 "Sound 35/MM, Volume 1"
#RS 831-831 "Sound 35/MM, Volume 2"

MERIDIAN PAPERBACK BOOKS
AVAILABLE MOST BOOKSTORES

LOVE AND DEATH IN THE AMERICAN NOVEL
By Lewis A. Fischer, "One of the most ambitious, and in places fascinating, works about the perception of American life"
Main Currents: 19th Century American Literature
A Times Book, 640 pages

MERIDIAN BOOKS
119 WEST 57th STREET, N.Y. 19

COMMAND RECORDS
1501 Broadway
New York, N.Y.